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LOTTERY INDUSTRY
Winning a lottery is something everyone dreams of but only few will experience in their
lifetime. Lottery is a form of gambling that involves drawing of numbers randomly for a
prize. Many people consider it as a gaming product, but it is a high volume industry which
can also be called a commodity. Lottery players risk a small amount of money against very
long odds to win a large prize. Lotteries can be used in decision-making situations, such as
sports team drafts and the allocation of scarce medical treatment.

Lottery industry carries a 30% share of the entire global gambling credit, increased from
UDS 187.1 billion in 2004 to USD 284.3 billion in 2014, the global lottery defined an annual
growth rate of 4.5% over years. The market is appealing by providing potential
opportunities through an online lottery platform with a projected market cap of USD 379
billion, for a total growth of 25.5% and a CAGR of 9.44% by 2021. lotteries are the most
rapidly growing sector of online gambling and generate tremendous revenue for companies
and governments around the world.

Many factors like easy access to casino gaming platforms, Increasing adoption of
smartphones, and easy availability of cost-effective mobile applications for online betting
are expected to contribute to lottery market growth. The industry is further expected to gain
momentum over the forecast period encouraging the use of digital currency and websites
provided by companies for betting and gambling.

Electronic Gambling Devices (EGDs) are inexpensive to run and easily available. These
devices have an in-built software that mimics the experience of a local casino. For instance,
a Video Lottery Terminal (VLT) uses advancing technology and can also be customized to
electronic slot machines, spinning reel slot machines, video slot machines, and electronic
poker games.
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CURRENT SYSTEM
Current lottery systems enable users to participate in a lottery through an online/offline
medium

Offline lottery system is an old school method which was the only available option to take
part in the lottery years before, still it is present but the online system has made things
easier and faster. To participate in Offline lotteries an individual has to go through long tiring
queues, and if the jackpot is big then even long queues are expected which can be
frustrating and uncomfortable especially if its a hot sunny day. Even if the individual
reaches the deck to pick the number, the chaos around you will make it very difficult to
select your lucky number and won't have peace of mind to make sure the entries are
correct. Using pen and paper in such a crowded place to fill in the entries can be quite
tedious and most important an individual should make sure that his lottery ticket is safely
preserved as the chances of the ticket being lost is high, so that it can be claimed in case of
winning.

Online lottery System has become stress free and an easy way to participate in a lottery. To
participate in an online lottery all you need is a computer or a smart phone with internet
access. The bets can be placed from anywhere around the world with just a few clicks
making the system more adaptable and timesaving. Online lottery system made playing the
lottery quite simple by eliminating huge queues, use of pen and paper, and allowing users
to fill their entries instantly with peace of mind. Online lottery platform enables users to save
their ticket on the platform which completely excludes the risk of losing the ticket.
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CHALLENGES

1. Transparency and Trust
It’s essential for the lottery system to maintain the integrity of the system by avoiding
fraudulent manipulations. Traditional lottery system was not easy to trust and always had
these questions from the users.

Am I buying a genuine ticket?
Is the winning number picked randomly?
Is the announced winner a valid participant?
Is the accumulated money used for social causes?

Since the traditional lotterie system fails to answer these questions, it leads to lack of trust
and transparency in the system.

Here are two real and famous cases of manipulation in lottery system

The Pennsylvania Lottery Scandal-1980
The scandal of Pennsylvania was a plot to rig the Daily Number, a three-digit number.
Except for the balls numbered 4 and 6, all the balls in the three machines were weighted.
Therefore, it was sure the drawn number could be a combination of 4s and 6s.
The planned scheme was successful as 666, one of the eight combinations of 6s and 4s,
was drawn on April 24, 1980. The fix led to a significant change for the lotteries.
The illicit winnings were never paid out while the chief conspirators were imprisoned.

Hot Lotto Fraud Scandal
Eddie Raymond Tipton, former information security director of the American Multi-State
Lottery Association, affirmed rigging RNG that he and two others used in various cases of
state lotteries frauds.
He installed a software code which enabled him to modify RNG and guess winning
numbers on specific dates of the year. Because of the altered RNG, he won a $14.3 million
jackpot in 2010.
As a result, Tipton was convicted and sentenced to ten years imprisonment in 2015

2. Centralized System
Centralized nature of the system can be the most considerable disadvantage as it provides
the authority to the organizing team or owner the authority to tamper with the random
number generating code and even these privileges can lead to an unbiased decision. It is
practically possible for centralized entity to tamper with results as well as timeline of lottery
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3. Complex Process
Participating in the lottery can be very stressful when it comes to standing in a long queue
for the tickets and handling those tickets till the results and even sometimes getting less
options to select the ticket.

Generally, the online lottery system tends to have a complex system due to the involvement
of third parties. In an Electronics lottery system sometimes the registered users data will be
managed by a third party and even the involvement of the bank for the cash flow.

4. Regulations
In some countries lotteries are not legal, and in most other countries only governments and
affiliated organizations can obtain a license to operate a commercial lottery business.
Corruption schemes that can affect distribution of funds may take place in different
regions.

5. Availability
Users from other countries cannot easily participate in some of the biggest lotteries in the
world such as Euromillions or some of the lotteries in the United States. Users are limited
to playing smaller, local lotteries due to the smaller size of their domestic market,
underdevelopment of the lottery industry at home, or strict regulation. New online solutions
that allow such players to buy worldwide or U.S. lottery tickets have recently gained some
popularity, but the service charges, as well as risks of fraud and mismanagement, remain
high.

Currently, lotteries are controlled by the state and regulated by law in most parts of the
world. On average, no more than 50% of all funds collected from ticket sales are allocated
to the prize pool. It should be noted that lottery participants have no control over how much
money is collected from ticket sales, and the average value mentioned above is a rough
estimate. In addition, lottery winnings are taxed, and in some countries (for example, the
U.S.) as much as 60% can be withheld.

The average price of a lottery ticket is about USD 2.00. Lottery machines are used to draw
the winning numbers for a lottery at different intervals. It is believed that the winning
numbers are drawn randomly, but there are ways to influence the results. In order to make
their lottery look more credible, organizers arrange live television broadcasts and set up
lottery commissions. However, it is easy to make the process non-random by putting radio
frequency identification (RFID) tags on lottery balls (even  a child could do this).
We can draw a firm conclusion that any lottery is a source of government revenue earned
at the expense of citizens through an unequal distribution of funds collected from lottery
ticket sales.
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DECENTRALIZED SOLUTION
Blockchain platform possessing the power of decentralization helps to strike out all the
limitations of a centralized system. Blockchain is a decentralized, open distributed ledger
that records the source of the digital assets. Blockchain is a chain of blocks that contains
transaction/information. The blocks are linked to each other using cryptographic hash which
makes it immutable, reliable, and secure. Cryptographic Hash algorithm is used to maintain
the integrity and security of the block. SHA-256 algorithm is used which returns a fixed
256-bit hash irrespective of the input.It relies over in the form of 2 powers of 256 which
would be 256 times of 2. The hash is represented as a 64 digit hexadecimal number. Each
block contains the cryptographic hash of the previous block, timestamp & data. Timestamp
is used as proof of the process's existence, any sort of modification can be detected easily.
Blockchain is resistant to modification of data, once the data is recorded it cannot be
altered subsequently.

Decentralized lottery platforms bring transparency to the platform as compared to the
traditional lottery platform which was having major trust issues in multiple aspects.
Stakeholders and human involvement in the winning number generation process made it
difficult for the common people to trust and accept. Autobet platforms overcome such
issues using the power of decentralization to bring transparency and trust in the system. No
human involvement in the winning number draw makes the platform fair enough for every
participant. Adoption of smart contracts helps to overcome some of the critical problems of
fairness in the system. Smart contract is a digital contract/agreement signed between two
parties which is reflected on blockchain and can be seen by anyone which brings
transparency in the transaction. Using smart contracts helps to flush out the central
authority to regulate funds to the winning participants, all the funds go directly into the
contract and after the draw directly reaches the concerned person.

As the digital economy matures, Blockchain’s power of decentralization is helping in
revolutionizing the gambling industry and the way we do business by bringing transparency
in the system,
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AUTOBET LOTTERY ECOSYSTEM
Autobet is a decentralized, Transparent Lottery and gaming ecosystem. With the initial
introduction of the Decentralized lottery, the project has a broader vision to build a
decentralized gaming ecosystem with DeFi Integrations.
The Unique aspect of Autobet is it not only provides players a better platform with more
benefits but also enables businesses such as Casinos, Lottery organizations to host
decentralized lotteries and games. It creates an ecosystem of multiple stakeholders with
mutual benefits.

Roadmap

The Platform will have multiple stakeholders

Stakeholders
● Admin
The owner of the platform who will have control to manage and carry out smooth execution
of processes. Assigned when contract is deployed

● Agents/Bookies
Agents are admin verified entities who can organize lotteries. Bookies will deposit a winning
amount of their lotteries.
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● Players
Users who play lotteries will be called as players.

Core Platform Workflow
In the First mainnet release lottery pilot will be made live and it will operate as below.

1. Registering New Bookie
To create a lottery organization has to register on a platform. Admin will check details and
approve the organization.

2. Creating New Lottery
Once the admin approves the organization, the Organizer will Create a lottery with different
custom parameters such as Start date, Enddate, Drawdate, Ticket price, Total Number,
Number to pick.
The organizer will specify the total prize amount and according to that deposit the funds to
contract.

3. Buy New Lottery Ticket
Once the lottery is created It will appear on the website, Users can click to see details and
buy tickets, Select ticket numbers from given numbers and pay the amount.
Same user can buy multiple tickets too. Users can see the list of lotteries bought in profile.

4. Result Announcement
Once the end date is reached, no one will be able to buy a ticket.
The system will announce the result on the draw date .
The result will have winning numbers.
Winning numbers will be generated in decentralized way with proof of randomness

5. Referral Address
If the bookie enters any wallet address in this field it will be considered as a referral, If the
address mentioned in this field becomes a bookie as well then the referral address gets 1%
of the bookie’s profit.
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Ecosystem
In next mainet releases Ecosystem will be built. Below are planned modules for
ecosystem

Tokenization
The introduction of BET utility token will be done on the platform in the second mainnet
release. BET token will not only serve as platform token but also will provide certain
passive income opportunities for token holders through various ways

LotteryHub
Lotteryhob will consist of various Single player , multiplayer and automated lotteries for
rewarding entities in the ecosystem. Such lotteries will run according to scheduled
algorithms and will incentivise players, Bookies and token holders.

Autobet Market
Autobet Market will have advanced Defi Platforms for Staking , Liquidity mining and yield
farming. It will be also integrated with various existing Defi platforms for seamless
interactions.
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TOKENOMICS

The BET token is the native token for the Autobet Gaming Network. BET token is ERC20
token on Ethereum and Polygon blockchain. Bet token will be the governance token for
Auto Bet platform. Governance token is simply a way of providing rules, direction, stability,
boundaries, and order in an ecosystem. A governance token is a token that represents
power to vote on decisions that can influence a system, and distributes powers and rights
to users in order to remain decentralized.

Token Deployment on Networks

The native token is deployed on the Polygon network with a total of 5 billion token

Below pie chart describes the distribution of tokens:
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